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The Question

Do boards do their jobs?
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The Idea

• Do real salary increases (without increases in 
equity pay) predict future performance?

• If so, then boards must be incorporating 
unobservable soft information into their 
assessments
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The Data

• Firms part of S&P 500 firms in any year 
between 1994 and 2008

• Execucomp data 
• 649 employment contracts
• Code review clauses in contracts and reasons 

for raises in proxy statements
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Analysis and Results
• Do stand-alone salary raises seem to be associated 

with an explicit review process: Yes, they are 
positively associated with review clauses

• Is performance related to stand alone salary raises? 
Yes, particularly when review clauses

• Is this effect stronger when greater information 
asymmetry? Yes

• Is this effect stronger when boards better? Yes
• Does information asymmetry predict review clauses? 

Yes
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What I like about the paper

• We know little about CEO contracts
• Novel data
• Interesting way of testing whether boards do 

their jobs
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Some questions

• The data 
• The story
• The role of the board
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Basic question: who gets a raise?
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Suggestion

• Would like to see firm and CEO characteristics 
included

• Would like to see distribution of salary 
increases
– Ability to evaluate economic significance
– Ensure no compensation outliers
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Example From Guthrie, Sokolowsky and Wan (2012)

• They show that these 2 outliers drive all results in Grinstein 
and Chhaochharia (2009) 11



What are raises for? 

• Reward for performance or incentive or 
retention?

• What is relation to bonus?

• The story matters for identification
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• Not clear that sufficient observable measures 
included here and elsewhere
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Suggestions

• Would like to see a bit more discussion of 
theory behind subjective reviews

• More upfront discussion of what trying to 
identify (Correlation? Predictive power? 
Causal effect?) would be useful
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Why commit to review clauses?
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CEO contracts: some context 
(Schwab and Thomas, 2006)
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CEO contracts: some context 
(Schwab and Thomas, 2006)
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Questions

• Is a review clause a firm-specific or a CEO-
specific characteristic? Or both?

• If firm-specific: Are the boards different? 

• Some types of boards are good at using soft-
information, others are not? 
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Suggestions

• More firm characteristics?

• Board characteristics?
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Are independent boards that are not 
busy more effective?

• Standard arguments about board 
“effectiveness” may not be the ones that are 
relevant here

• Question is what type of board is better able to 
assess the CEO
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Are independent boards that are not 
busy more effective?

• Independence:
– More than 70% of firms nowadays have only one 

insider on the board—the CEO
– Post-2002 reforms, all compensation committees 

are fully independent, many were independent 
before

→ Not clear that looking at board independence 
matters
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Busy boards?

• Riskmetrics (now ISS) until 2009, bus =1 if 2 or more outside 
directorships
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       bsize    -.0232202    .001051   -22.09   0.000     -.025281   -.0211594

        lnat    -.0061125   .0020468    -2.99   0.003     -.010126   -.0020991

      female    -.0141531   .0090044    -1.57   0.116    -.0318091    .0035029

         age     .0038126   .0003333    11.44   0.000      .003159    .0044663

         bus     .0598982   .0055483    10.80   0.000      .049019    .0707774

                                                                              

    comp_mem        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                           (Std. Err. adjusted for 2,753 clusters in newgvkey)

                                                Root MSE          =     .47896

                                                R-squared         =     0.0787

                                                Prob > F          =          .

                                                F(77, 2752)       =          .

Linear regression                               Number of obs     =    108,607

. reg comp_mem bus age female lnat bsize i.year i.twodigitsic if classifi~="E",cluster(newgvkey)



Compensation specialists?
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       bsize    -.1105047   .0129774    -8.52   0.000    -.1359503   -.0850591

        lnat     .3797893   .0310552    12.23   0.000     .3188975    .4406811

      female     .1791299   .1232033     1.45   0.146    -.0624422    .4207019

         age      .049177   .0037614    13.07   0.000     .0418019    .0565521

         bus     5.365296   .0846741    63.36   0.000      5.19927    5.531321

                                                                              

     numcomp        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                           (Std. Err. adjusted for 2,983 clusters in newgvkey)

                                                Root MSE          =     5.0599

                                                R-squared         =     0.2502

                                                Prob > F          =          .

                                                F(79, 2982)       =          .

Linear regression                               Number of obs     =    136,959

. reg numcomp bus age female lnat bsize i.year i.twodigitsic if classifi~="E",cluster(newgvkey)



Suggestions

• Relate board characteristics to assessment
– Other CEOs on board?
– Directors with industry expertise on board?

• Focus on compensation committee
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What about the banks?

• Contract example in paper is for Morgan 
Stanley

• Banks don’t have much R&D
• Banks presumably do not have many new 

product announcements
• But many argue they are opaque

→ Interesting to look at separately
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Conclusion

• Interesting paper about an understudied 
phenomenon

• More papers can be written!
• Clever strategy to look at the role of boards

• I hope it does well!
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